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Editorial

Earlier this year, a team of researchers from Singapore’s Government Technology Agency (GovTech) leveraged the GPT-3 language model to generate spear-phishing emails, which were able to fool study participants more effectively than those crafted by humans [38]. This finding offered one of many recent confirmations of the potential uses of powerful natural language generation (NLG) systems for malicious, deceptive purposes. Since the release of older language models, such as OpenAI’s GPT-2 [40], researchers have noted that models capable of generating convincing text could be used to cause harm. With these recent findings by GovTech, alongside other studies investigating the power of NLG models in generating misinformation [44], deceptive blog posts [22], and extremist propaganda [31], it appears that the use of NLG as a means of deception and harm is no longer theoretical. Moreover, recent studies have noted that state-of-the-art NLG systems are capable, in a range of domains, of generating texts that can only be detected by humans at a chance level [26]. In essence, current NLG models are capable of generating dangerous texts, and are able to do so with a level of fluency that is able to consistently fool human detectors.

Alongside these dangers, there are a range of additional risks that have been noted in relation to the powerful pre-trained language models (PLM), such as GPT-2/3, T5, and BERT, that are typically used in state-of-the-art NLG. Whilst these models have shown great potential in their ability to offer high levels of performance in a range of language tasks (including text generation) requiring minimal amounts of task-specific fine-tuning data to do so, they also bring with them a range of additional dangers [2]. A key concern here is the issue of bias, where these models – generally pre-trained on massive datasets of online text – internalise the biases present in the datasets. Studies, in turn, have noted that these language models often exhibit a propensity for generating text that is toxic, hateful, or discriminatory in nature [2, 15]. Moreover, further issues and concerns have also been raised about these systems, e.g., they often do not perform adequately when processing languages other than English [36], financial and environmental costs that are typically required in order to train these models can lead to equality concerns and negative impacts on environment.

In this issue, we focus on the range of challenges and open questions that exist in regard to the development of state-of-the-art NLG systems. In turn, we examine the current potential of powerful NLG systems for conducting deception and discuss the range of proposed methods that have been presented to detect these forms of deception. Alongside this, we also examine the range of additional risks that the PLMs that typically underpin current NLG systems bring; examining their potential risks and harms, and the solutions that have been proposed to mitigate them.

To facilitate this discussion, we leverage the selection of NLG-focused survey articles that were sourced for the previous two issues of this newsletter (NL-2022-3 and NL-2022-4). In brief, these articles were selected via a manual examination of a range of academic venues relevant to NLG. Through this examination, we identified all literature review and survey-like articles relevant to NLG that had been published in the last 3 years (2019–2021). For this issue, we particularly focused on the survey articles which offered discussion of the challenges and open questions facing NLG, with a particular focus on those challenges that relate to deceptive or otherwise harmful misuses of NLG. For an in-depth discussion of this screening process, please refer to the Editorial of NL-2022-3.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue. Feedback is always welcome and should be directed to ddd-newsletter@kent.ac.uk.
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1. Definitions & Scope

Whilst natural language generation – that is, the use of automated systems to artificially create text – has evolved rapidly over the recent years, this rapid increase in its abilities has brought with it the capacity for misuse and other harms. The coherent and convincing nature of the texts produced by these systems means that it can often be hard for human readers to identify when they are engaging with genuine, human-created text, and when they are reading text artificially generated by machines [26]. This difficulty in distinguishing between human-created and machine-generated text opens the door for a range of potentially harmful applications. This includes the use of NLG systems to produce fake news and misinformation at scale [44, 57], to create fake reviews that mislead would-be purchasers [17], and the use of NLG to create highly convincing phishing and spam emails [26].

Moreover, as NLG systems become ever more reliant on the use of powerful pre-trained language models [6], such as GPT-2/3 [4], T5 [11], and BERT [9], as the basis from which these text generating models are implemented, they, in turn, inherit the host of potential harms that these models have been identified as possessing [3]. As PLMs are almost always pre-trained on massive datasets of largely unprocessed web data, they can absorb the biases and harmful messaging often inherent in these datasets. These biases are then carried through to the generation process, often leading to inadvertent harmful messaging being produced by PLM-based NLG systems. Additionally, the massive nature of these models means that the resources required for their training and development threatens to cause increasingly problematic environmental costs, whilst the financial costs required to build these models limit who can feasibly access these technologies [36, 50].

In this issue, we examine the range of potential harms posed by state-of-the-art neural NLG solutions, the range of potential mitigation strategies that have been proposed, and the open questions and challenges that remain unanswered. The issue is structured as follows:

**Section 2:** Before proceeding with the core focus of the newsletter on challenges of NLG, we present a section dedicated to a further NLG task that was not covered in our previous issue: *Translation and Interpretation*. Conventionally, this task focuses on the translation of a text in a specific language to another, user-specified language [30]. However, translation can be more broadly conceived, encompassing image-captioning (the translation of an image to natural language text) [23], speech recognition (the translation of audio to text), and source code comment generation (the translation of source code to text) [25]. In essence, this task aims to translate a given input (be that an image, audio file, or text in a different language) to natural language text (in a desired language).

**Section 3:** In this section, we move onto the topic of deception and detection in NLG. This section begins by summarising the presence of deception in online communications, including its notable role in fake reviews and trolling, before examining the manner in which NLG systems have been leveraged to help facilitate these forms of online textual deception [17]. From here, we then examine the mitigation strategies that have been developed for more typical online deception and the difficulties that NLG-based deception poses to these approaches. Finally, we summarise current methods for identifying deceptive NLG texts, and evaluate the current limitations and challenges still posed by deceptive NLG [26].

**Section 4:** Finally, in this section we direct our attention to the range of risks and harms posed by current neural NLG methods, particularly in regard to their reliance on PLMs. This section summarises the range of risks and harms that PLM-based NLG systems may pose beyond deception, particularly in terms of the range of problems that may exist due to the inherent biases present in the PLMs themselves [3]. We also examine the current proposed strategies for tackling these biases, and the challenges and open questions that remain. Finally, we give a brief examination of the further environmental and financial impacts that these massive NLG systems pose, and the proposed solutions to respond to these emerging problems [50].
2. Translation & Interpretation

Translation has been broadly construed to cover all NLG tasks in which a given data input (e.g., text in another language) is translated so that it is represented in natural language text.

This, in turn, encompasses more than just translation from one language to another, also including other mediums, such as the translation of an image to a text caption that describes the image (which can be thought of as translating the image from a visual medium to text). In some cases, interpretation is also required, such as when a machine attempts to process puns when translating natural language, summarise an image when generating image captions, or assess the context logic of source code when generating comments.

In this section, we split the translation and interpretation task into five subtasks: language translation, image captioning, speech recognition, explainability, and code comment generation. Language translation refers to the use of a machine to translate a text written in a source language into a text written in a target language. Image captioning means translating image information into text describing the image’s content. Speech recognition translates audio information into meaningful text. As a translation subtask, explainability aims at using NLG to generate explanations of the behaviours of black box models. Code comment generation focuses on automatically generating code comments based on a given source code input, which can be conceptualised as translating source code to text.

For each subtask, we define some of its relevant potential end-user applications. We also discuss typical approaches, typical evaluation methods, and any relevant datasets.

2.1. Language Translation

Language translation, typically referred to as machine translation (MT), is the process of automating the translation of text from one natural language to another [30]. In this subsection, we cover some of the key aspects of the MT subtask, including document-level machine translation, humorous wordplay translation, and translation quality assessment.

Document-level machine translation (otherwise known as discourse-level machine translation) refers to a translation process that utilises inter-sentential context information, which includes the discourse of text and the surrounding sentences in the input document [30, 58]. Figure 1 provides an example of the basic architecture of a document-level MT model, which also indicates how inter-sentential context information is useful.

The document-level machine translation context approaches are classified based on two dimensions:

- Whether the approaches use local or global models; where local models use only the neighbourhood of the current sentence while the global models consider both past and future translation decisions.
- Where the context comes from i.e., from the source-side, or from both the source and target-side contexts. For example, in Figure 1, the left side is the source document, the right side is the target document. Approaches can utilise both sides or source-side only. There is no model that works on the target side only as it is natural to leverage the existing source-side context when performing translation [30].

Approaches are then classified into four groups: (1) local source-only context, (2) local source and target context, (3) global source-only context, (4) global source and target context. Furthermore, the learning approaches are classified into two groups: (1) modifying the training strategy and (2) utilising contextualised word embeddings. The former involves the introduction of regularisation and reward functions in the training objective, or even modifying the learning process. The latter provides a warm-start for the training process, using the MT model to predict both the target-side sentence and the source-side context. The idea is that the source-side sentence embeddings can be integrated into the MT model in order to utilise the source-side document-level dependencies [30].

There has been much research focused on encodings for document-level MT. Cache memory methods have been introduced, which can carry over word preferences from one sentence to the next [58]. Neural-network (NN)-based discourse-level approaches, which predict the next possible sentence by retrieving the historical conversation, have also been suggested [30].
Humorous wordplay translation is a popular research problem in language translation—referring to the challenge of translating puns from one language to another [34, 36]. However, most studies have aimed to resolve the translation problems as the single “correct” interpretation [34], rather than addressing the problem of translating the pun itself, which typically contains multiple intended meanings. Delabastita [8] covers eight common strategies for translating wordplay:

1. Replace the source-language pun with a similar target-language pun.

2. Substitute the pun with non-punning language that preserves one or both of the original meanings.

3. Replace the pun with some non-punning wordplay or rhetorical device (e.g., irony, alliteration, vagueness).

4. Omit the language containing the pun.

5. Leave the pun in the source (original) language.

6. As a compensatory measure, introduce a new pun at a discourse position where the original had none.

7. As a compensatory measure, introduce entirely new material containing a pun.

8. Editorialise: insert a footnote, endnote, etc. to explain the pun.

In general, existing MT approaches are unable to deal with humour translation problems. There are, in turn, three major research directions that have been identified for further study: (1) to study how human translators process puns, (2) to generate and rank lists of pun translation candidates, (3) to develop interactive NLP-based methodologies for supporting human translators, which help assess whether a given pun can be replaced with a target-language pun [34].

For evaluation of MT, human assessment methods are most commonly used [21]. As is typical amongst NLG more broadly, the quality criteria of intelligibility, fluency, adequacy, and comprehensibility have been primarily considered (see NL-2022-3 for further discussion of typical human NLG evaluation measures). For document-level MT, evaluation of pronoun translation, lexical cohesion and discourse connectives have also been utilised. Beyond this, more advanced evaluation approaches also exist. These include using extended quality criteria including: suitability, whether the results are suitable in the desired context; interoperability, whether the MT system works with other platforms; reliability, whether the MT system will fail (and its fault rate); and usability, whether the MT system is easy to learn and operate.

Automated assessment methods have also been leveraged in evaluating MT [21]. This includes common metrics such as edit distance, word error rate, translation edit rate, position-independent word error rate, BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE, precision, and recall. Neural networks, especially Deep Learning, have also been suggested for translation quality assessment, such as by using a NN to find the best translation from a series of candidate translations, via comparison with a reference translation [18, 19].

Machine translation has many key applications,
and has been widely applied in real-world systems. Common applications of MT thus include business, education and government (e.g., real-time translation during meetings, online translation software, websites with multiple languages) [30]. Moreover, electronic dictionaries, translation memories (a pre-defined database for aiding human translators), computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools and component-based CAT workbenches (for professional human translators) have all benefited from the development of MT [34].

However, despite these benefits, machine translation runs the risk of being targeted by attacks from malicious users. In 2017, the Israeli police arrested a Palestinian man after he posted “good morning” in Arabic. This is due to the fact that the MT system incorrectly translated this Arabic as “attack them” in Hebrew. Similarly, an MT system incorrectly translated a neutral Chinese phrase into a racially discriminatory phrase on Chinese social media. Attacks against MT systems may occur in the model training phase or through corpus poisoning, and could be used maliciously to cause similar incidents of mistranslation.

In language translation, a wide range of datasets have been leveraged in the training and evaluation of proposed MT systems. Some of the most commonly used datasets include:

- **WordNet**: A widely used synonym database in the NLP literature, which groups English words into sets of synonyms. ([https://wordnet.princeton.edu/](https://wordnet.princeton.edu/)).

- **OntoNotes**: A corpus consisting of 2.9 million words in English, Arabic and Chinese. OntoNotes contains text from news, conversational telephone speech, weblogs, usenet newsgroups, broadcast, and talk shows alongside structural information (syntax and predicate-argument structure) and shallow semantics. ([https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19](https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19)).

- **FrameNet**: A database of approximately 1,200 scripts (semantic frames) covering over 13,000 English word senses. ([https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/](https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/)).

- **ACL 2019 Fourth Conference on Machine Translation (WMT19) corpus**: This corpus contains news text in ten language pairs. The language pairs are Chinese-English, Czech-English, Finnish-English, German-English, Gujarati-English, Kazakh-English, Lithuanian-English, Russian-English, German-Czech, and French-German. Rapid corpus, NewsCrawl Corpus, and Europarl v7/v9 are datasets that combine the WMT19 corpus with additional languages and sources. ([http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/translation-task.html](http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/translation-task.html)).

**International Conference on Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT):** IWSLT is an annual scientific conference with an open evaluation campaign. In the IWSLT, the evaluation campaign is for translating TED talks from Chinese to English (tst2010-2013), from French to English (tst2010), and from Spanish to English (tst2010-2012). Each of these language tasks contains around 200,000 sentence pairs. ([https://iwslt.org/](https://iwslt.org/)).

- **RotoWire**: This dataset contains 4,853 NBA basketball game summaries in English between 2014 and 2017. The 3rd Workshop on Neural Generation and Translation (WNGT 2019) manually translated a portion of the RotoWire dataset to German. The dataset provider recommends using the following SportSett:Basketball dataset, which corrects some dataset contamination issues from the standard Rotowire dataset. ([https://github.com/nlgcat/sport_sett_basketball](https://github.com/nlgcat/sport_sett_basketball)).

### 2.2. Image Captioning

Image captioning, otherwise known as image description generation, is aimed at automatically generating a description of an image, using the image as input [23]. This is typically construed as a translation problem – translating the image information to text. This subsection discusses the general approaches for image captioning, as well as the typical evaluation approaches, popular datasets, and related applications relevant to this subtask.

There are three main approaches to image captioning [23]:

- **Template-Based Methods**: These methods use a fixed text template for caption creation. The template contains blank slots (typically called variables), and object, attribute, and action words relevant to the image are selected by the captioning system to fill these slots. Whilst useful in some circumstances, template-based methods are limited by the static nature of the template itself, which limits the flexibility of any captions generated.

- **Retrieval-Based Methods**: This approach focuses on retrieving the correct caption from a set of captions. Whilst this approach ensures the fluency
of the output caption, retrieval-based methods are limited to producing more general captions instead of image-specific ones.

**Automatic Generation-Based Methods:** These methods typically leverage some form of deep-learning model (e.g., encoder-decoder, bi-LSTM) to generate an original description of the input image. This approach offers greater capability in creating original image-specific descriptions but is often hampered by weak fluency in the generated caption.

Deep learning has been widely used for image captioning [23]. Here we discuss some of the common deep-learning-based approaches that have been used in the literature [23].

**Feature Mapping:** Visual space approaches are most common here; these independently pass the image features and the captions to the decoder. Multimodal space embeddings have also been proposed for feature representation, which combine image and text embeddings. AlexNet and VGGNet are commonly used as image encoders.

**Learning Types:** Common supervised-learning-based approaches include encoder-decoders, attention-based models, and dense image captioning. These approaches use labelled data in the training phase. Other deep-learning-based approaches include reinforcement and unsupervised techniques, which extract the image features using image encoders and then pass these features to the language decoders. Generative adversarial network (GAN)-based methods have also been successfully used in image captioning.

**Captioning Types:** This refers to the regions of the scene that are being captioned, and thus the form of image captioning that is being conducted [23]. These are generally classified as:

- **Whole-Scene captioning,** in which the captions aim to summarise the entire image. Common approaches to this include:
  - Attention-based methods: Image features are obtained using a convolutional neural network (CNN), and from this an attention-based language model generates some words or phrases. Parts of captions are then constructed from generated terms, and the captions are dynamically updated to account for the various regions of the scene within the caption. This method allows for the inclusion of images during learning steps to emphasise key regions during captioning.
  - Novel-object-based methods: Existing methods rely on paired image caption datasets. This approach uses a separate lexical classifier and language model trained on separate image and text data. Then, using paired image caption data, a deep-caption model is trained. Finally, both models are trained together. This approach allows for the generation of captions that describe novel objects not present in that paired image caption training data.

- **Dense captioning,** in which the system focuses on captioning specific regions of the image. To do this, typical approaches first divide the target image into different regions. Then, features are extracted from each of the different regions. These features are then passed to a language model, which generates captions for each region.

**Model Architecture:** There are a wide range of deep-learning architectures that have been proposed for use in image captioning. These include:

- **Encoder-decoder architecture:** This approach is generally used in conjunction with a CNN trained to classify scene type, objects and relations within the image. After this classification, the encoder-decoder model converts the outputs of the CNN into words and generates the caption. Each word in the caption is selected based on visual information and previous context to ensure coherence and accuracy.

- **Compositional architecture:** Image features are obtained by using a CNN. Then, the visual concepts (e.g., regions, objects, and attributes) obtained from these features are used as additional image features. Multiple captions are generated by a language model using the output of the above two processes. A deep multimodal model is then used to rank and select the final captions.

The evaluation of image captioning is mainly automatic and quantitative based [23]. Several metrics are commonly used when evaluating the quality of image captioning, with BLEU and METEOR being particularly popular, though ROUGE, CIDEr and
SPICE have also seen some use. Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) is another metric that has been suggested, though its failure to account for word order and its inability to measure readability limit its utility [39].

A common application of image captioning systems is content-based image retrieval (CBIR), which relies on image indexing (i.e. the annotation of images in a database) as a crucial component. Image captioning, in turn, is highly suited to automatically generating captions for these data samples [23]. Another major application of image captioning is in the biomedical field, where it can be used to help physicians identify lesions in PET/CT scans or radiology images [39]. Figure 2 shows an example of a biomedical image with a generated caption. Various social media applications are also possible, such as identifying places, events, and clothes in images.

![Example of biomedical image with caption](https://cocodataset.org/)

For image captioning, the following datasets are commonly used:

**MS COCO**: The Microsoft COCO dataset is used for object detection, segmentation, and captioning. It contains over 330K images with five captions per image. It also has 80 object categories and 1.5 million object instances. Figure 3 gives two examples of image captioning on MS COCO datasets by Wu et al. [53], (https://cocodataset.org/).

**FLICKR 30K**: FLICKR 30k has been a standard benchmark for automatic image description. It contains 30K images collected from Flickr with 158K captions provided by human annotators. (https://github.com/BryanPlummer/flickr30k_entities).

**Visual Genome**: This dataset has multiple region captions. It contains over 108K images with an average of 35 objects, 26 attributes, and 21 pairwise relationships between objects per image. (https://visualgenome.org/).

Beyond the above datasets, there also exist datasets specifically aimed at biomedical image captioning [39]. These include:

**IU-X-ray**: This dataset contains 7,470 x-rays and is publicly accessible from the Open Access Biomedical Image Search Engine (OpenI). (https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/).


### 2.3. Speech Recognition

Speech recognition, also referred to as automatic speech recognition (ASR), is a task that aims to automatically translate audio information into meaningful text. Speech translation (ST), a task that builds upon work in ASR and MT, focuses on translating the audio into text in a different language [49].

Sperber and Paulik [49] surveyed the historical development of speech translation and divided it into 4 stages:

**Loosely Coupled Cascades**: In simple terms, researchers would separately build ASR and MT systems, then use the results of the former as the input to the latter. Since early MTs were unable to handle input with irregular formats, errors may be transmitted from the ASR stage.

**Toward Tight Integration**: Further studies then tried to address the early decisions problem – where errors in the output of the ASR are passed on to the MT system. To solve this, the N-best translation approach was introduced, which summarises all possible transcriptions of the ASR outputs. Another suggested approach processed the intermediate results and optimised the input structure of the MT system based on its domain. Prosody (e.g. pitch and loudness) transfer was also suggested, which is used for applying the source-side prosody to target-side words during the transformation.

**Speech Translation Corpora**: Before this, ASR and MT used separate corpora for training. This often led to a mismatch between ASR and MT trained on data from different domains. Researchers thus started to use the same corpus to train ASR and MT. However, the cost of manual annotation is high and suffers from language coverage limitations.
End-to-End Models: End-to-end ST corpora and models for MT and ASR are now commonly used. Other approaches like end-to-end trainable cascades and triangle models, multi-task training and pre-training (incorporating additional ASR and MT data), and speech-to-speech translation have also been proposed.

The authors also defined three types of end-to-end training data (i.e. pairs of speech inputs and output translations) [49]. (1) Manual: The speech corpora used for training is translated by humans. (2) Augmented: Data is obtained by extending an ASR corpus with automatic translation or an MT corpus with synthetic speech. (3) Zero-Shot: Using no end-to-end data.

Four of the commonly used corpora in ASR are:

MuST-C: This dataset contains more than 385 hours of audio recordings from the English TED Talks into eight languages (German, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Romanian and Russian). (https://ict.fbk.eu/must-c/)

MaSS: This dataset contains more than 172 hours of audio recordings from the Bible across eight languages (Basque, English, Finnish, French, Hungarian, Romanian, Russian and Spanish) (https://github.com/getalp/mass-dataset)

LibriVoxDeEn: This dataset contains 110 hours of audio recordings from German audiobooks with German text and English translation. (https://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/statnlpgroup/librivoxdeen/)

Europarl-ST: This dataset contains paired audio-text samples in nine languages (Romanian, Polish, Dutch, German, English, Spanish, French, Italian and Portuguese). (https://www.mllp.upv.es/europarl-st/)

2.4. Explainability

A clear definition of “explanation” has not been agreed upon by the scientific community. Generally, explanations are classified by different types, such as explanation by example, counterfactual explanation (i.e. explaining how a model’s behaviour would change if its input was $x$ instead of $y$), local explanation (explaining the effect of a single input), feature importance (i.e. which feature(s) have the greatest influence), or a combination thereof. In principle, eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) aims to add a “linguistic explanation layer” to decision tools to help end users and improve adoption in the market [29].

Broadly, there are two common NLG approaches to XAI in the literature: template-based, and end-to-end generation [29]. The former uses a predefined output structure and fixed predefined sentences. The latter is dynamic, using human labelled data-to-text to train models to generate sentences without any template needed. Whilst generative approaches offer more versatility and scope for creativity, they may also be vulnerable to adversarial attacks that could cause the “explanation” to be meaningless or misleading.

In terms of evaluation, there is no consensus on how to evaluate the quality of text-based explanations. This is because the evaluation process should consider not only readability but also effectiveness and usefulness of the explanation for end-users [29]. Transparency – i.e., understanding the logic or reason behind the decision – is often mentioned as a key quality of explanation; over-simplified explanations...
might score well in human evaluation but fall short in transparency.

2.5. Source Code Comment Generation

Codes comments refers to text that is used to annotate part of a program’s source code (e.g., a function or class), offering a natural language explanation of the code’s intended behaviour. Based on this, attempts have been made at automatic code comment generation, also known as automatic code summarisation, in which a model attempts to generate a code comment using a piece of source code as input [7].

Broadly, there are three approaches to code comment generation [7]: (1) Template-based generation methods, which use software word usage models and templates to analyse the code structure. Commit messages have also been generated by using template-based methods based on code change and the type of the change (such as file renaming, modification of the property file). (2) Information retrieval-based methods, which model comment generation as an automatic text summarisation problem. This type of method attempts to identify keywords or sentences from the target code, and then treats these identified keywords or sentences as a code summary. The source of information also includes software repositories and even dialogue between developers. Additionally, Rodeghero et al. [42] leverage eye-tracking technology to identify the sentences and keywords that code developers focus on during reading code. These sentences and keywords can then be used as further sources of information. However, the key information required is often unavailable, limiting this approach’s utility. (3) Deep learning-based methods, which model comment generation as a neural machine translation problem. CNNs and recurrent neural networks (RNN) are commonly used for this, with long short-term memory (LSTM) being particularly popular. Typically, an encoder model is used to encode the source code into a fixed-length vector representation, and then a decoder decodes the vector representation of the source code and generates code comments. The main difference between different encoder-decoders is the input form of the code and the structure of the neural network. Researchers have also recently tried to use other learning algorithms (such as neural graph networks, reinforcement learning, and dual learning) to further improve performance. Consideration of other information sources, such as application programming interface (API) sequence information, can also be used to improve the quality of the generated code comments.

In terms of evaluation, there are two types of approaches: human evaluation and automatic evaluation. The human-based approach usually scores code comments using a Likert scale based on a range of criteria including: accuracy, the degree to which the code comments correctly reflect the code’s implementation purpose and main functions; fluency, the writing quality of the comment; and accessibility, the ease with which the generated comments can be read and understood. Consistency is also commonly used as a quality criterion, in which the code comments should follow a standardised style/format [7]. Automatic evaluation approaches instead focus on comparing the similarity between the candidate comment and a reference comment (manually generated). Common automatic metrics include BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE and CIDEr [7].

There are a number of possible applications for code comment generation. These include automatically generating release notes, repairing bugs and related licence modifications, and automatic code evaluation – which compares the similarity of the generated comment to the reference comments [7].

Two of the most popularly used code comment corpora are:

**DeepCom**: This dataset was compiled through the use of the Eclipse Java compiler to parse Java methods and extract JavaDoc comments from it. The corpus contains 588,108 pairs of method names and comments. ([https://github.com/xing-hu/DeepCom](https://github.com/xing-hu/DeepCom)).

**Nematus**: This corpus was mainly collected from GitHub Python-based projects. The dataset contains a total of 108,726 code-comment pairs. ([https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/nematus](https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/nematus)).
3. Deception & Detection of Generated Text

In this section we examine key issues of textual deception and the usage of NLG to further this deception. We begin by introducing the concepts and definitions of what constitutes textual deception and the typical cues of deceptions present in these texts. We will then briefly examine some cases of more typical online textual deception, in which human bad actors attempt to deceive others through online texts, such as through fake reviews or fake news. We will also briefly review common methods that have been implemented to detect these forms of deception.

Having established this baseline, we will then examine the usage of NLG as a means of deception, particularly in terms of its potential use in mimicking human writers – an aspect of current (and likely future) NLG systems that could be leveraged for a wide range of dangerous applications. Finally, we will provide an overview of the current methods that have been proposed to identify generated text, and distinguish them from texts written by human authors.

3.1. Textual Deception

Broadly speaking, deception can be defined as the use of some form of communication (e.g., text, speech) through which the deceiver aims to convince their target into believing something which the deceiver knows to be false \[17\]. Importantly, deception can thus be conducted through a wide range of media, and encompasses any attempts by an individual to mislead others.

In turn, deception can be divided into two distinct sub-types: explicit and implicit \[17\]. Explicit deception describes situations in which a deceiver attempts to convince their target into believing a proposition that the deceiver knows to be false, using a crafted utterance (or set of utterances). Crucially, in explicit deception the semantic content of the deceptive utterances directly reference the false proposition being put forward.

In contrast, implicit deception instead leverages the contextual knowledge of the deceiver’s target. Thus, the deceptive utterance does not contain specific reference to the false proposition but instead relies on the deceiver’s target inferring the false proposition through the deceptive utterance combined with the target’s prior knowledge.

Studies of deception have typically examined three common types of deception: one explicit in nature, the other two implicit. The first, dubbed Deception of Literal Content by Gröndahl and Asokan \[17\], involves cases in which the semantic content of the text itself is deceptive. This is the case of deception that has received the most focus in terms of online and NLG-based deception. Deception of Authority, instead, focuses on cases in which the deceiver uses implication to mislead their target into believing they (the deceiver) have authority over an issue when they do not. Finally, Deception of Intention involves cases where the deceiver has some form of ulterior deceptive motive for formulating the utterance that is not clear from the utterance itself. In this case, the proposition in the utterance may in fact be true, but the deceiver’s motivation for making the proposition is hidden using deceptive means.

Through an analysis of the linguistic properties of deceptive texts, researchers have, in turn, been able to identify the common cues that are indicative of deception. These include the usage of heightened emotional language, over-generalisation and a lack of specificity, an unusually high or low usage of first-person pronouns, high-verb usage, and a heightened use of certainty-based words \[17\]. A table of common deceptive cues that have been noted across a range of datasets can be found in Figure 4.

3.1.1. Online Deception

There are myriad ways in which malicious agents can utilise online text-based platforms to deceive \[51\]. Two common, highly studied examples in which malicious users attempt to mislead through online communications are fake reviews and trolling.

Fake reviews are a particularly problematic source of deception. With the rise of e-commerce, users have been given access to an unparalleled wealth of choice when it comes to making purchasing decisions. From holiday and travel, to individual product purchases, the wealth of options can make it difficult for users to identify the best choices for purchase. One common attempt to solve this is the use of review services, through which users can leave feedback in regard to the quality of a given item \[54\]. By crowd-sourcing these user reviews at scale, a would-
be purchaser is thus empowered to make more qualified decisions in regard to their online purchases.

Given the importance of online reviews in customer decision-making, fake reviews have become increasingly prevalent as a means of misleading customers into making assumptions about a product or service that is not true [54]. This includes fake reviews aimed at making a given product or service seem better or more appealing, and reviews targeted at making a product or service seem of lower quality than is actually the case [17]. Moreover, it is worth noting that fake reviews needn’t contain false information to be deceptive. The use of fake reviews at scale, highlighting genuine issues or positives of a targeted product, can still cause deceit by artificially inflating the overall sentiment of reviewers towards the product. Typically, fake reviews are written by professionals, who leverage existing reviews as a means of making their own deceptive reviews seem more legitimate [54]. In turn, online fake reviews have become an ever-growing problem in e-commerce. Recent research estimated that 16-33% of online reviews studied by different groups of researchers were fake or otherwise deceptive [54].

Another common source of online deception is that of online trolling [17]. Whilst this is less obviously a case of deception, online trolling is typically constituted as a case of deception of intention. Whilst not applicable to all cases of trolling, it is not uncommon for trolls (and other cyberbullies) to broadcast misleading or otherwise false content as a means of inciting discord. In these cases, the troll does not necessarily believe the content of their posts but instead is using it to deceive others in order to breakdown communication and sow discord.

Two common sources of trolling that have been studied in the literature are that of paid trolls and mentioned trolls [33]. Paid trolls refer to individuals that post malicious content on online platforms on behalf of some form of institution such as a political candidate or corporation. Mentioned trolls refers to users that have been identified as such by other members of the online community in which they are active. Examining and attempting to distinguish between paid trolls versus non-trolls, and mentioned trolls versus non-trolls has thus been of popular interest in current research [17].

### 3.1.2. NLG-Based Deception

Historically, most cases of online deception – including fake reviews and trolling – have been conducted by malicious users knowingly crafting and posting misleading content. Recently, however, the growth of NLG as a viable tool, and its ability to generate text that is coherent and human in nature has meant that there is newfound scope for text generation to be leveraged to conduct deception at scale [12]. By misleading readers into believing that a given text was written by a human, when it was in fact generated by a machine, NLG has the capacity for new forms of deception beyond what has currently been seen.

In turn, NLG-based online deception has applications in any area in which online text deception is possible [17, 20]. Generally, the only limiting factor of this application is the capability of the NLG system to adequately generate convincing text in the desired medium.

In regard to the above, NLG has thus been leveraged as a means of generating fake reviews at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Deception cues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enron e-mails [85]</td>
<td><strong>abstractness</strong>, negations, <strong>first person pronouns</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference call transcripts</td>
<td><strong>general group references</strong>, reduced non-extreme positive emotion terms, reduced third-person plural pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online dating profiles</td>
<td><strong>reduced first-person singular pronouns</strong>, negations, reduced word count, <strong>reduced negative emotion words</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraudulent scientific papers</td>
<td>words related to scientific methodology, amplifying terms, <strong>certainty-related words, emotional words</strong>, reduced diminisher terms, reduced adjectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enron e-mails [85]</td>
<td><strong>modal, base and present tense verbs</strong>, <strong>second-person pronouns</strong>, function words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Common deception cues observed across a range of domains [17].
scale [17]. As NLG systems have improved over the years this capacity for fake review generation has grown as well, with recent systems being demonstrated that are capable of generating reviews that are specific to user-specified contexts (crucial for creating convincing reviews) [27]. Additionally, the widespread adoption of powerful generative language models (LM) has meant that fake review generation can be achieved often with minimal amounts of effort, combining these existing LMs with small amounts of context-specific fine-tuning data to create convincing fake reviews [1].

Other applications of NLG as a means of deception have also been proposed [26]. This includes the use of NLG as a means of generating fake news and misinformation, which has been found to be adequately convincing in misleading both human and machine-based detectors [43]. Additionally, examples of NLG deception include incidents in which more than 120 research articles were removed after they were discovered to have been artificially generated [52]. In this case, all generated papers had already been published, and were only identified after the fact. In another, more recent incident, a Berkeley student leveraging the OpenAI GPT-3 model [4] was able to generate fake news articles for the website Hacker News. These articles were so convincing that not only did they remain undetected for a long period of time but they also managed to reach the #1 spot on the website.

Additionally concern is the ease with which these NLG systems can be leveraged for deception. In the case of the Hacker News deception, the student leveraged the pre-existing GPT-3 model, combined with small inputs of an article title and a brief introduction. This alone was sufficient to produce highly convincing, and evidently compelling deceptive text. In turn, it is clear that the rapid progress in the quality of NLG-based texts is leading to the potential for online deception that requires minimal skill, and that can be conducted on a massive scale.

3.2. Detecting Deceptive Text

Given the widespread nature of online textual deception and the ease with which even current NLG systems can now be leveraged to facilitate deception at scale, it is important that solutions are developed that are capable of identifying deceptive texts.

Historically, efforts towards detecting online deception were focused towards cases of deception in which the deceiving texts were crafted by humans. In the case of detecting fake online reviews (written by humans), supervised methods are the most commonly leveraged solutions [17]. These approaches, in turn, have proved relatively successful in identifying fraudulent reviews [17]. To do this, common approaches have generally focused on utilising patterns in the linguistic choices of online reviews as a means of identifying deception. These approaches are often aligned with the common cues of deception noted in Section 3.1.1, where these cues are used as features by the supervised detection models to identify fake reviews [17]. Beyond linguistic features, other solutions have found that both sentiment and readability are often useful as features through which deceptive reviews can be identified [24]. Moreover, other work has focused specifically on measuring the generality of reviews, leveraging the notions that fake reviews will typically be unspecific in nature [55]. This too has been found to be effective when used to train supervised detection models, though this efficacy is often limited to products and services in which specific information can be hard to obtain (e.g., restaurants and hotels) by the fake reviewer. For other products, for which further information can be gathered from advertisements and seller details, specificity is found to be less useful.

Whilst these more classical approaches to detection have been found to be effective against human-created deception, they have proved less capable of detecting deceptive generated text [17]. This is likely due to a combination of factors. Firstly, the nature of deception is inherently different between machine-generated and human-created text. With machine-generated text, the key area of deception is generally one of identity: the generated text is being disguised as human-written. Moreover, further study has found, perhaps unsurprisingly, that there appears to be little overlap between the cues typically associated with human-crafted deception (as discussed in Section 3.1.1), and the cues of deception that denote a machine-generated text.

Given this, recent efforts have been made to develop bespoke systems dedicated to the task of distinguishing between human-created and machine-generated text [26]. This has been of particular concern as studies indicate that current state-of-the-art NLG systems are often able (context depending) to avoid detection by humans, with human detectors
identifying generated texts at just a “chance” level in some circumstances [26]. Given this, it is becoming increasingly important that detection systems capable of effectively identifying generated texts are developed. In turn, there are a variety of overarching paradigms that have been proposed for developing NLG detectors:

**Supervised Systems:** Using similar approaches to those adopted by human-written deception detection systems, this typically involves the training of classical machine learning algorithms (e.g., logistic regression, support vector machines, decision trees) to detect machine-generated text. Rather than using specifically-defined features (such as the linguistic and sentiment features discussed above), these methods more commonly leverage a bag-of-words approach, typically using basic n-gram frequencies or term frequency-inverse document frequencies (TF-IDF). Whilst reasonable performances are achievable, these detectors are typically limited to the specific domain (e.g., Amazon reviews) in which they are trained, showing reduced capabilities towards detecting generated texts even when applied to related domains. Moreover, these approaches have been found to suffer in performance considerably when used to detect generated texts produced by the larger, state-of-the-art LMs typically used in more recent NLG systems.

**Zero-Shot Classifiers:** A more recent approach is the use of existing pre-trained LMs as zero-shot classifiers to detect generated texts produced by the same, or similar pre-trained LMs. To do this, the overall likelihood of the input text (to be classified as machine-generated, or not) being generated, according to the LM detector, is compared to the likelihoods of both machine-generated and human-written reference texts. Whilst the zero-shot nature of these approaches would have distinct advantages in adaptability and generalisability, as the detector would not require additional training to be applied in different contexts, current experiments have been unable to achieve strong performances using this method. Typically, current solutions have generally been unable to outperform the classical supervised detector systems.

**Fine-Tuning LMs:** Somewhat combining the above two approaches, this approach leverages pre-trained LMs and fine-tunes them with further deceptive text data in order to improve its ability to detect generated text. This approach has shown great promise, generally outperforming other supervised approaches and showing strong capabilities when applied to a wide range of deceptive generators and online domains. Beyond the increase in performance, the fine-tuning approach also has the advantage of generally requiring less training data than previous supervised methods. Despite this, fine-tuning approaches do still appear to be limited in their ability to detect deceptive texts produced by models not included in their fine-tuning data. A fine-tuned detector trained on deceptive texts from the small GPT-2 model, for instance, is generally unable to detect deceptive text from the larger GPT-2 model. Despite this, fine-tuned detectors do still show better capabilities towards generalisation than other supervised methods. Moreover, despite some approaches assuming that the same LM used in deceptive generation would be best suited for detection, current studies indicate that bi-directional LMs (such as BERT and RoBERTa) may be best suited to NLG detection in a wide range of cases.

Beyond these machine-centric paradigms, other researchers focus on human-in-the-loop approaches. Rather than relying solely on a machine-based classifier, human-in-the-loop detectors aim to use machine-based NLG detectors as a means of informing and aiding human detectors, rather than as a detection system themselves.

This approach has certain advantages, as human and machine detectors are typically effective in different areas of NLG detection. Human detectors are generally more capable of identifying contradictions, semantic errors, and contextual errors, whilst machine detectors show heightened abilities in detecting over-represented, high-likelihood terms. Moreover, whilst machine-based detectors are generally able to outperform human detectors, as noted above they are typically limited in their ability to generalise, a concern that is less problematic for humans.

Whilst less studied, there have been a few proposed human-in-the-loop NLG detection systems. One of these is the Giant Language model Test Room (GLTR) tool [16], an unsupervised visualisation system which highlights any machine-generated characteristics of a given input text, such as out-of-context and unexpected words. By highlighting these terms, GLTR has shown good performances in aiding untrained humans in detecting generated text (an example of the GLTR interface can be found in Figure 5).
Whilst the range of existing solutions show promise in their abilities to detect machine-generated text, there are a key set of challenges and limitations that they are currently poor at solving. Perhaps most crucially, the majority of the above approaches are inadequate in generalising beyond the domain or specific NLG model that they are applied to. Given the vast range of domains that NLG systems could be applied to as a means of deception and the huge number of existing NLG models available (which continues to grow at a rapid pace), this is especially problematic. The current approaches of developing bespoke detector models are thus limited in their ability to combat these threats, and new generalisable solutions or more effective zero-shot models are needed.

Additionally, these models are in a constant race to adapt to the rapid increase in fluency and coherency achievable by state-of-the-art NLG systems. As these capabilities for coherent generation grow, so too does the challenge of detecting these texts. It thus remains to be seen as to how capable current detection methods will fare as NLG improves.

Moreover, whilst detectors have shown good abilities towards distinguishing between machine-generated and human-written texts, they are less able to identify key aspects of deceptive generated texts. This includes identifying factual errors, logical contradictions, and out-of-context content. Improved capabilities in this space would allow for more targeted deception detection and would also aid in the explainability of these detectors. Currently, most NLG detectors are essentially black boxes in nature, offering little in the way of intuition as to how they classify a given input.

This ability to detect deception becomes ever more pertinent as NLG systems take on a greater role in producing legitimate content as well. Currently, NLG detectors cannot consistently distinguish between legitimate and deceptive generated text. Solving this problem is thus likely to increasingly play a more dominant role in society as the use of NLG systems grows.

Finally, a more immediately relevant problem is that current detection methods are typically vulnerable to a range of adversarial attacks. Most worryingly, studies indicate that even basic adversarial attacks, such as random word replacement within the input text, can be successful in bypassing state-of-the-art NLG detectors. More work in this space is thus urgently needed as adversarial agents further adapt their generated texts to avoid detection.
In this section, we provide an overview of how LMs can exhibit bias when generating text, and discuss the various harms, social issues, and challenges this presents. Moreover, we also discuss the broader challenges facing neural NLG that have the potential to cause a range of financial, environmental and social impacts. Finally, we examine some of the solutions that have been proposed to help meet these challenges and ensure the development of safe and effective NLG systems.

4.1. Risks and Harms of Powerful Pre-trained Language Models

Bender et al. [3] discuss a number of risks and potential harms that stem from the use of large PLMs. When leveraging PLMs, it has been found that using larger datasets for pre-training can achieve substantial gains in accuracy against popular NLP benchmarks [4], including a range of NLG tasks (see NL-2022-3 for further details). However, a dataset’s size does not guarantee its diversity, inclusivity, or breadth of representation, and these problems affect the majority of PLMs currently in popular use. The lack of data diversity within these massive pre-training datasets can generally be attributed to a range of factors, including:

Data Sources: The massive datasets used by PLMs are generally curated by gathering (typically user-generated) texts from the Internet. Common platforms used as sources of data include Reddit, Twitter, and Wikipedia, which are notably used by the GPT-2 and GPT-3 PLMs [4]. Whilst offering easy access to vast amounts of data, online platforms typically provide a narrow and skewed view of the world. For instance, statistics provided by Bender et al. [3] indicate that 67% of Reddit contributors are males from the US aged 18-29, and only 8.8–15% of contributors to Wikipedia are female. Moderation practices adopted by social media platforms, such as Twitter, may also result in the over representation of abusive opinions and viewpoints. Twitter’s current policies, for example, do not automatically suspend users who issue death threats or seriously abusive/violent messages to other users. Moreover, testimonies from Twitter users indicate that it is more likely that abused users, rather than abusers, will be suspended. This, in turn, creates a “feedback loop that lessens the impact of data from underrepresented populations” [3].

Data Cleaning: Datasets often undergo some form of quality control to eliminate noise and non-text content. The GPT-3 model, for example, was generated by filtering the Common Crawl dataset [4]. Typical approaches to this include the use of filtering heuristics which may eliminate the views of minority communities. Raffel et al. [41], for example, report that they filtered from their NLG dataset all webpages containing words included in a list of dirty, naughty, obscene or otherwise bad words. The GitHub page of the authors, which hosts the list, calls for other authors to contribute and recognise that inappropriate content “varies between culture, language, and geographies”. The list includes sex-related words, “racial slurs and words related to white supremacy” [3]. However, while this approach has some value in removing offensive and potentially dangerous content, it also risks removing the voice of marginalised communities (e.g., LGBT) and potentially even text related to sexual education or diseases, thereby introducing undesired and possibly harmful biases into the training data.

Data Freshness: Datasets represent a static view of the world, providing a snapshot at the time of collection. This means that emerging social movements (e.g., Black Lives Matter and #MeToo) captured in narratives posted on the Internet (e.g., Twitter, Wikipedia) after a data collection effort will not be represented unless the training data is continually updated. As a consequence, NLG models that use such datasets risk being less adaptable and inclusive; becoming reliant on simply “memorising training data” [3].

Data Coverage & Reliability: Datasets contain within them a worldview that, explicitly or implicitly, encodes notions of political power, mainstream behaviour, and cultural norms. Events and facts which do not receive much attention from the media are, therefore, often inadequately represented in datasets curated from publicly available data. For example, peaceful events tend to be less covered than dramatic or bloody events [32]. “As a result, the data underpinning LMs stands to misrepresent social movements and disproportionately align with existing regimes of power” [3]. Additionally, PLMs may be trained with unreliable data containing toxic con-
tent. GPT-2, for instance, was trained with at least 40k documents from quarantined subreddits and 4k documents from banned subreddits – where the former require special access and the latter are accessible via data dumps only \[15\]. Figure 6 shows examples (highlighted) that illustrate quarantined and banned subreddits whose data was used to pre-train GPT-2.

Another type of risk that may be embedded into large-scale datasets are stereotypical associations, which may then be reflected in the generated text of any NLG models trained with them. Bender et al. \[3\] provide a couple of examples: (1) BERT associates phrases referencing persons with disabilities with more negative sentiment words; and (2) gun violence, homelessness, and drug addiction are over-represented in texts discussing mental illness. Such associations, in turn, will likely perpetuate themselves as they are often difficult to detect. This, in turn, may lead to further encouragement and reinforcement of these forms of stereotyping over time. Moreover, Gehman et al. \[15\] analysed the risk of prompted toxicity in text generated by PLMs. The authors created a dataset of sentence prompts, which were not intrinsically toxic, and used them to evaluate the output of five transformer-based LMs, including GPT-2 and GPT-3. Results indicated that the models showed tendencies towards generating toxic-content, even when presented with “seemingly innocuous prompts”. Figure 7 illustrates these prompts, where their toxicity was calculated using scores provided by Google’s Perspective API. Interestingly, toxic language detection tools themselves have shown biases. For instance, Perspective has been found to overestimate toxicity in texts that contain mentions of minority identities (e.g., “I am a gay man”) or references to racial minorities (e.g., African American English) \[15\]. Dinan et al. \[10\] argue that word-based toxicity detection (e.g., based on pre-determined “bad words”) is one of the causes, and that considering the surrounding context (whole sentences rather than words), use of figurative language, and any cultural differences is essential in mitigating this.

Carlini et al. \[5\] identified yet another type of risk – the possibility of revealing training data by querying large PLMs. Experiments using GPT-2 showed this to be feasible, where researchers were able to extract personally identifiable information (including names, phone numbers, and email addresses), internet relay chat (IRC) conversations, valid URLs, and 128-bit universally unique identifiers (UUID) from the GPT-2 model, even when this information was contained in just one document in the model’s training dataset. In total the authors identified 604 unique memorised training examples from 1,800 to-
Figure 8: The **Attack** step starts with the selection of samples from GPT-2 “when the model is conditioned on (potentially empty) prefixes”; this is captured in generations. Each generation is then sorted according to a metric (1 of 6 pre-selected metrics), and duplicates are removed. The outcome of the attack step is a set of training samples that might be potentially memorised. The **Evaluation** step involves manual inspection of the 100 top-ranked generations for each metric. Using an online search, the generations are then classified as “memorised” or “not memorised”. The findings were confirmed with OpenAI by querying the original GPT-2 training data \[5\].

4.2. Bias in PLM-Based NLG Systems

Advancements in pre-training large models with huge amounts of data has led to the development of NLG models that are capable of effectively generating fluent and meaningful text. However, NLG models can also inherit undesirable biases which can have a negative impact on society. More precisely, a generated text can have *inclination*, meaning that it is positively or negatively inclined towards a given demographic if the text causes the specific demographic to be positively or negatively perceived. When an NLG model consistently generates text with different levels of inclination towards different groups, the model exhibits *bias*. Bias can occur in different contexts, such as in terms of the degree of respect shown towards a demographic, or in its “assumptions” regarding certain occupations \[46\].

4.2.1. Causes of Bias in Neural NLG Systems

NLG biases can be caused by multiple components, including the types of training data being leveraged, the underlying model architecture and decoding methods, the evaluation pipeline, and any deployment systems used \[48\].

**Bias From Data:** Modern NLG models generally rely on PLMs trained on a large amount of web data, which is known to contain biased language (as discussed in Section 4.1). In spite of efforts to minimise bias by data pre-processing, such as filtering out offensive phrases, these attempts are generally insufficient for preventing bias, and can cause the discourse of marginalised populations to be removed from data.

**Bias From Model Architecture:** Compared to biases from data, biases from model architecture are relatively understudied. Recent findings, however, provide some initial clues about how to mitigate such biases \[48\]. For instance, larger models were found to contain more gender bias, with bias tending to be focused in a small number of neurons and attention heads. In addition, language-specific architectures were observed as being less biased for MT since they encode more gender information when compared to multi-language encoder-decoder architectures.

**Bias From Decoding:** Decoding is another common component of NLG tasks which can involve bias \[48\]. Many NLG models utilise search or sampling techniques at inference time to select terms in order to generate text. The most common techniques involve greedy search, beam search, top-k sampling, and nucleus sampling. While beam search is typically used for more constrained forms of generation (e.g., machine translation) there is little consensus in which search technique(s) is most effective in open-domain text generation. Despite their importance in the generation process, there exist limited studies on how the choice of search algorithm affects model bias. However, initial studies indicate that search techniques that lead to less diverse generated out-
puts typically scored better for individual fairness, group fairness, and gendered word co-occurrence.

**Bias From Bias Evaluation**: NLG biases can also arise from general and bias-focused evaluation [48]. Current NLG evaluation metrics can reinforce specific types of language while penalising others. Furthermore, considering that NLG evaluation mostly relies on human-annotation, the choice of annotators can impact the evaluation standards, depending on the annotators’ demographics. Apart from biases from general evaluation, experimental bias might also occur in bias evaluation itself. By focusing on evaluating bias in a single dimension (e.g., gender, race), this evaluation can lead to multidemographic biases being overlooked and may even reinforce model bias across other dimensions. Secondly, disregarding the granularities that different metrics are defined at (e.g., sentiment is sentence-level, gendered word ratio is word-level) may cause further experimental bias. Lastly, testing datasets created for bias evaluation can also contain biases from their curators.

**Bias From Deployment Systems**: In terms of deploying NLG systems, user feedback from disadvantaged communities can be leveraged to reduce bias [48]. However, this can also be a cause of bias as many deployed language technologies require internet access to use and contribute, thereby excluding users without the adequate technological infrastructure. In addition, those who are inadequately supported by these language technologies (e.g., through a lack of language support in a translation system) are less likely to keep using the technology. This means that less feedback is then obtained from these minority demographics, thereby encouraging bias towards a less diverse userbase.

### 4.2.2. Evaluating Bias in Neural NLG Systems

Bias evaluation is a challenging task because NLG is generally open-ended in nature. Moreover, bias is ever-changing and often subjective, making quality evaluations hard to obtain. However, there exist a number of common metrics that have been suggested for the evaluation of bias in NLG systems. Regarding continuation generation tasks (e.g., auto-complete, dialogue, and story generation), the sentiment of a text (i.e., how positive or negative the text is) is often used as a proxy for bias, although it should be noted that little evidence exists demonstrating a correlation between sentiment and bias. Beyond this, *regard* has been proposed as a new metric for evaluating bias [46]. While regard uses the same scale as sentiment (positive, neutral, and negative), it measures *language polarity towards and social perceptions of* a demographic, whilst sentiment simply measures the overall language polarity. Figure 9 shows example sentences with sentiment and regard labels. Other common metrics that have previously been suggested for continuous text generation include gendered word co-occurrence and gendered word ratios [48]. For measuring bias of transformative NLG (e.g., language translation, summarisation), most evaluations of bias focus solely on transformation accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>sentiment</th>
<th>regard for XYZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XYZ was a pimp and her friend was happy.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ, known for his kindness, had passed away.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ was very kind-hearted and was always helpful.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ was a major bully.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Examples showing cases where sentiment and regard labels are the same and cases where they differ [46].

### 4.2.3. Harms and Risks of Biased NLG

Bias in NLG systems has the capacity to cause various harms. Several studies exist showing that large language models, such as BERT and GPT-2/3, can cause harm due to different kinds of bias, including stereotypical associations, or negative sentiment towards specific groups [3]. Typically, harms of bias in NLG can be grouped as follows [48]:

**Representational Impacts**: These harms arise from unfair representations of different social groups. Although it is challenging to quantify the effects of such harms, their direct effects can be explored with long-term, cross-disciplinary studies.

**Allocational Impacts**: These harms result from an unequal allocation of resources across groups. If a technology is less effective for a certain population, people in this population may choose to avoid using it. This can lead to reduced opportunities for those populations in various fields, such as jobs, education, and health.
**Vulnerability Impacts:** Open-domain generation tasks can make a group more vulnerable to manipulation and harm (such as in the generation of misinformation, privacy-related issues, or radicalising views) resulting in the group becoming more susceptible to representational and allocational impacts.

### 4.2.4. Proposed Solutions to Addressing Bias

For bias analysis and mitigation in NLG systems, the proposed solutions fall under four main classes: **data methods**, **training methods**, **inference methods**, and **evaluation methods** [48].

**Data Methods:** A proposed data-based mitigation strategy utilises the general idea of counterfactual data augmentation (CDA) to curate sets of counterfactual prompts. These prompts can then be used to reveal biases in NLG systems. Moreover, fine-tuning large models and training smaller models with balanced datasets is another common data-based bias mitigation strategy. However, the size of modern pre-trained models and the varying definitions of biases makes curating balanced datasets difficult to achieve.

**Training Methods:** Specific training techniques have been leveraged to reduce bias. This includes the use of regularisation, bias control codes through conditional training, appending target values to inputs during training, and adversarial learning. The main challenge for training methods is that it is generally costly and impractical to retrain models to adapt them to new biases, especially in open-domain settings.

**Inference Methods:** Whilst inference methods for bias mitigation are understudied, decoding-based mitigation strategies offer a promising alternative to data and training methods. Specifically, these methods do not require additional training and can be used with any pre-trained language model for generation. For example, Sheng et al. [47] formulated bias triggers which are appended to prompts during inference time to control auto-complete and dialogue generation to be more equalised towards different social groups.

**Evaluation Methods:** Bias evaluation is performed in two ways. While translation tasks utilise absolute metrics, continuation generation tasks are evaluated through relative scores. Absolute metrics include the number of correct inflections, individual and group fairness scores, the amount of ad hominem towards marginalised groups, as well as BLEU and its variants. Nevertheless, relative metrics consist of regard and sentiment scores, occupations generated for different genders, the amount of bias under a gendered versus ambiguous reading, sentiment and offensive language discrepancies, and the percentage of gendered words.

### 4.2.5. Current Challenges and Open Questions in Addressing Bias

The study of biases in NLG still has many open problems. As one of the major causes of bias is biases in data collection, more bias-aware data curation is needed. This can be achieved by diversifying datasets to cover more viewpoints from various groups. Secondly, considering that existing studies on bias are limited to a small number of biases for specific tasks, it is important to take into account the generalisability of current bias-measuring methods to a diverse set of biases. Moreover, formulating methods for mitigating biases whilst retaining other desired text qualities (e.g., fluency) are still needed. In addition, a general framework for interactive and continuous learning should be developed so that it can learn from diverse opinions for measuring and mitigating bias. This can emphasise the importance of studying biases in NLG whilst helping to develop a more comprehensive set of evaluations for large-scale studies. Finally, NLG biases that result in explicit negative impacts remain understudied. Metrics and progress focused on measuring the harm caused by bias should be defined to more effectively reduce the negative effects of bias itself.

### 4.3. Other Challenges in Neural NLG

The recent advances in NLG have been largely driven by a race to improve state-of-the-art performance evaluated in terms of accuracy or similar metrics, and often collected on benchmark leaderboards. These recent achievements rely on large volumes of data, significant processing power, substantial storage capabilities, and AI accelerating hardware (e.g., Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) and Tensor Processing Unit (TPU)) for training and testing NLG models. However, this all comes at a cost [36].

Equation 1 captures the linear relationship between the computation cost of an AI (R)esult, and three other dimensions [45]: the cost of executing a single (E)xample at training or testing time; the size...
of the training (D)ataset, which impacts the number of
times the model is executed at training time; and
the number of (H)yperparameter experiments, which
effects the number of times the model is trained dur-
ing fine-tuning.

\[ \text{Cost}(R) \propto E \cdot D \cdot H \]  

Equation 1 can be illustrated by considering
the GPT-3 LM [4]. It has 175 billion parameters,
was trained with 570GB of filtered data, consumes
“roughly 50 petaflops/s-days of compute during pre-
training”, where “A petaflop/s-day (pfs-day) cons-
it of performing 1015 neural net operations per
second for one day, or a total of about 10^{20} oper-
ations”, and was “trained on V100 GPUs on part
of a high-bandwidth cluster provided by Microsoft”. 
Figure 10 illustrates the evolution of AI models for
NLP. For the first generation – up to 2012 – the cost
to train NLP models increased according to Moore’s
Law (i.e., time measured in petaflop/s-day doubled
every two years). For the second generation – from
2012 till now – the time in petaflop/s-day doubled
every 3.4 months.

Such computational cost, also referred to as
model “efficiency” [45, 50], has direct financial and
environmental implications, as well as indirect social
and political implications. Factors affecting the for-
mer are carbon emissions and electricity consump-
tion, which are dependent on local electricity infra-
structure (e.g., renewable energy) and are time and
location-agnostic [45]. Nevertheless, Strubell et al.
[50] estimated that the carbon emission for training
a BERT base model using GPUs is roughly the
same as for a trans-American flight. The authors also
estimated the cost of resources required for develop-
ment of the best paper’s NLG model at the 2019
Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing
(EMNLP) conference: predicting an upper-bound of
$350k in cloud services cost and roughly $10k in local
raw electricity. They emphasised that this is creat-
ing a social divide where NLP research is becoming
dominated by money rather than creativity. In re-
sponse to this, strong engagement by the NLP re-
search community is needed to revert the situation
and minimise the negative impact of large PLMs on
the environment [3]. An encouraging sign is that the
Green AI movement seems to be gaining moment-
tum, therefore, researchers are starting to report on
“energy usage” of NLG models (e.g., [4]) and aca-
demic venues are starting to emerge focusing on the
efficiency and sustainability of those models (e.g.,
Second Workshop on Simple and Efficient Natural
Language Processing held at EMNLP).

4.3.1. Proposed Solution Directions

A number of initiatives to respond to the risks,
challenges and harms discussed in Section 4 have
been proposed. In the following, we compile sugges-
tions by different researchers [3, 4, 15, 45, 50],
organised into five main solution directions.

Shift in Scientific Mindset: Research in the
domain of LMs is facing the reality of training costs
doubling every 3-4 months since 2012, as illustrated
in Figure 10. This will likely cause a substantial
negative environmental impact, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3, and is becoming unsustainable in relation
to global warming. These increased costs also bring
with them an accessibility divide among research

groups. Therefore, a mindset shift is required away
from model performance at the expense of efficiency
towards performance with efficiency.

Transparency of Models: The efficiency of
LMs needs to be reported with the same level of im-
portance as model performance in academic publica-
tions and leaderboards to allow for better cost/bene-
fit analyses to be drawn by the community. Competi-
tions should therefore use such cost/benefit ratios to
reward achievements. In turn, the energy consump-
tion, cloud compute costs, and carbon emissions of
a proposed model should be made more transpar-
et. Existing frameworks to help in reporting, such
as Model Cards still do not make model efficiency
prominent [35].

Pre-Mortem Analysis: The idea of pre-
mortem analysis comes from the domain of project
management [28]. It prompts team members, given
an initial plan, to pre-emptively think about what
did go wrong – assuming project failure – as opposed
to what might go wrong. The reasons collected then
allow the plan to be appropriately adjusted. In the
case of NLP models, such up-front guided evaluation
would allow researchers to consciously consider risks,
limitations, datasets, model design and alternatives
for implementation before the start of the project.

Quality of Datasets: There is a call for more
time and effort to be spent in curating higher qual-
ity, task specific datasets rather than massive, broad
datasets. Frameworks have been proposed to guide
and document this process, calling for transparency
as a way to promote quality and avoid biases. For
instance, Gebru et al. [14] proposed *Datasheets for Datasets* in the format of a guided set of questions (e.g., “For what purpose was the dataset created?”, “Who created the dataset and on behalf of which entity?”, “Who funded the creation of the dataset?”). Bender and Friedman [2] proposed the use of *Data Statements* to make the characteristics of the dataset explicit, promoting scrutiny. The data statement schema covers: curation rationale; language variety; “speaker” demographics (capturing the characteristics of the voices represented); annotator demographics (including annotators and annotation guideline developers); speech situation (including linguistic structure and patterns of speakers); text characteristics; recording quality (for audiovisual data); and other relevant information.

**Stakeholders-in-the-Loop:** Again, up-front consideration should be devoted to direct and in-direct stakeholders to ensure NLP models are designed to support their values. Example stakeholders include machine learning and AI practitioners, model developers, software developers (working on systems that use the models), policymakers, organisations (for considerations about adoption), individuals with knowledge of machine learning, and impacted individuals [35]. Frameworks to assist in this include *envisioning cards, value scenarios, and panels of experiential experts* [3]. Envisioning Cards [13] aim to embed human values in the design process by considering the following dimensions: stakeholders, time, values, and pervasiveness. Value Scenarios [37] promote a systematic thinking about a wide range of influences for a proposed technology in terms of stakeholders, pervasiveness, time, systemic effects, and value implications. Panels of experiential experts [56], where “experiential” refers to “members
of a particular stakeholder group and/or those serving that group”, aim to discuss an artefact (e.g., NLP models) from the perspective of underrepresented groups.
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